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Are you wondering if you are putting your best foot 
forward announcing your organization’s needs to 
donors during the year-end giving season? Year-end 
campaigns don’t start in December. Let’s review how 
to use your email, social media, and website, coupled 
with offline communication channels, to get your 
donors’ attention in a noisy and busy time of the year.
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There are many voices vying for donors’ attention in December 
-- and all are trying to get a piece of the year-end giving bump. 
Many non-profits rely on end-of-year gifts to supply a significant 
percentage of the year’s budget and want to ensure that their 
communication pieces are being opened and response devices are 
returned.

There are various reasons your year-end giving could dip. We’ve 
heard plenty of stories of crises occurring between Christmas and 
New Year’s that significantly affect giving numbers;  print pieces 
that were mailed too late landed in January thus missing their 
mark, year-end dates that land on weekends, websites that go 
down on the biggest giving day of the year, and perhaps the most 
common reason for low giving numbers in December: not having a 
solid plan in place.

What can your organization do to put your best foot forward and 
to adapt to the curve balls that can come your way at year-end?
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One
Develop a Plan
and Work It 
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We have yet to see a year-end campaign hit a “home run” 
that wasn’t planned out well in advance and “white boarded” 
down to the smallest details. A good year-end campaign 
generally begins in September by defining, naming, and 
planning out a large year-end strategy.  

This means you should gather the players of the organization 
and sit in a room with a whiteboard and a calendar. Look at 
the assets available to use and the dates to use them. 

» Are you mailing a letter, creating a collateral print piece for
year-end, sending a newsletter, conducting donor visits,
meeting with vendor partners, sending emails, using social
media, purchasing TV or radio spots, creating a press
release?

» Will your end-of-year campaign piggyback with another
running campaign? Will they blend? Do you need to
segment donors in/out?

These details all matter and will help define “The Plan.”

Get in a room, bring your team together, and ask these 
questions. Look at a large calendar on the wall and mark drop 
dates, email dates and times, social media posts, etc.  These 
dates matter more than some realize.
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Make sure employee vacations do not hinder responsibilities 
regarding sending emails, getting approvals, making hand-
offs, creating social media posts and interactions. Identify 
holes and make backup plans. Document the plan and give 
everyone access to a copy, including outside vendors if they 
have a responsibility to execute the plan. 

Ensure with 101% certainty that you have a backup plan for 
online donations if the server goes down. Who is taking care 
of  the server? Is any maintenance planned for that day? Is 
your vendor available? Do you know their weekend phone 
number? Could you switch your “Donation link” to another 
website within minutes if you had to?
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Two 
Define the
Campaign 
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Just because you have all the ingredients doesn’t mean the 
stew will taste great. Start with the end in mind and work 
backwards. 

Will this marketing push have a name? Will it need a logo? 
A tag line? Is there another campaign going that you will 
borrow a theme from (i.e., a capital campaign)? 

This could be important if it affects print collateral and 
letterhead because then it could also affect social media, 
email templates, the homepage, and even an app. 

Make sure what lands in your donors’ hands throughout 
November/December also hits digitally. There is a big 
disconnect if a donor opens a piece of mail or is given a piece 
of collateral and then visits the website and doesn’t see the 
same wording, colors, and campaign. Give donors confidence 
by reiterating the campaign online. Spend time tweaking 
your digital content to match the campaign’s giving tag-line 
and wording. Good digital content is another reminder in the 
giving decision process for donors. It reminds them why they 
are giving and hitting the “submit” button.

Also, don’t forget to thank donors for their gift to this 
specific campaign on your landing page or in your receipt 
emails. 
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Three
Use
Segmentation 
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Donors behave according to the ways you communicate with them. 
Someone who is capable of a six-figure gift should not receive an 
email asking for a $100 one-time gift for year-end. 

Be sure to build your email lists based on the print piece 
segmentations, donor visits, board members’ considerations, or 
recent giving history. You may need to mute year-end emails to 
certain donors in your pyramid.

Social Media generally should be used to promote year-end giving 
but be mindful of the complexities of an audience that may not be 
in your database — some of these people will not have seen your 
letter or print piece, or even visited your website. Your campaign 
may need to be watered down on Facebook, even though that is a 
great place to remind your donors about your campaign. 

We generally recommend that donors who have already given a 
significant end-of-year gift be excluded from campaign emails — 
especially the 48-hour reminder email that we will discuss later.

It is not that complicated to send out emails that may have a 
sentence or two tweaked for the audience. Speak to donors 
differently than non-donors in your database. Speak to monthly 
donors differently than you do to one-time donors. Speak to 
large donors differently than small donors. You will see results 
accordingly. People can sniff out impersonally-worded letters.  
Know who you are speaking to and speak accordingly. You will  
see a lift in the results.
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Four
Don’t let 
December be 
your First Ask 
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Starting your campaign early allows donors to not feel 
you are screaming for a December gift. You can’t beg in 
December without talking to donors throughout the year 
about your mission. Your best givers know you well and 
should not be surprised by a campaign and youryear-end ask.

Online reminders about who you are, your mission, and your 
yearly goals will make a “December Campaign” easier to 
consume.

Don’t let a December push be an online blitz that feels out 
of character for your organization. Have a strong online 
communications channel in place that works well in telling 
your organization’s story. (This is true with capital campaigns 
as well. Ensure that your digital channels are strong before 
any campaign is launched.)

If you don’t have a well-run, consistent, digital marketing 
channel, by all means, put one in place.  
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Five
Timing Is
Everything 
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If you take away anything from this piece, these next two tidbits 
need to be remembered.

1. Test, test, test. A/B testing is critical. If you can’t learn something
immediately, you can learn in hindsight. Did your email get a
higher click rate when it landed before your printed mail drop
date? After? Did your social media post do better earlier in the
morning  before you emailed? Or better after the email was sent?
Learn from your successes and your mistakes.

2. We have seen significant improvements in responses when
emails were timed around weekends, holidays, print drop dates,
mornings vs evenings, radio ads, and social media posts. Timing
matters. When you plan, seek advice. There are success stories
out there. A 2% higher response rate in December’s numbers add
up. Every little trick in the book adds up.

The 48 Hour reminder email. We enjoyed the days when only a few 
organizations did this. Many do it now — because they work. Some 
of your best donors are busy at Christmas. They don’t have you on 
their mind every day. They need a friendly reminder: “December 31st 
is almost here.” You don’t need to use a lot of words in the email 
— just something showing urgency. A clock or calendar artwork 
coupled with brief wording about your campaign with a link to your 
donation page is often effective. You will be surprised by how many 
clicks this simple email will get. And make sure all of your emails are 
mobile-friendly!
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Six
Landing Pages 
and Donation
Pages
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If your year-end campaign has a special donation page, keep 
it close to your normal checkout process. Let your visitors 
know they are at the right place but lightly remind them they 
are giving to the right campaign: “Thank you for your end-of-
the-year gift that will help us continue our fine work.”  

1. Test, test, test donation pages...often. Again, A/B testing
is critical. Did your donation page perform better with
an image or video at the top vs. just wording? Did your
suggestion for a $50 minimum gift raise or lower the
average gift from last year?

2. Make sure your web visitor can get to your normal
donation page and your end-of-the year campaign page
(if they are not the same). Add a slider/artwork to your
homepage for the entire month. Color your “Donate”
button red for one month. Draw attention to your
campaign.

3. Mobile-friendly donation pages: Too much text, too many
images, or videos will add too many bumps in the road for
your donor to give while on the go.
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Seven
Follow-up 
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The landing page after a donation is your first opportunity to thank 
your donor but don’t let it be the last.

The landing page or receipt page should ask for a next step. Sign 
up for a newsletter (please don’t call it that, it’s boring!), become 
a Facebook friend, share a success story of our mission on social 
media, etc.
Late January is a great opportunity to remind your donor how 
valuable their gift is; and digital pathways are a great and 
inexpensive way to do that. Please remember this: you can’t ask 
donors to keep digging wells without showing a child drinking clean 
water. You told your donors your needs, so please show them the 
results of their gift. Remind them why they are the hero of your 
story. 

Bonus Thought
We strongly suggest that no end-of-year campaign should be 
strictly digital or strictly non-digital. Sending a letter in the 
mail should be accompanied with an email. If the people in your 
database heard a radio spot or a received  a print piece, then they 
should see the same message on social media too. Your homepage, 
your donation pages, and your artwork should all be in sync.

Even if your users don’t click on your  email, they thought of you 
when deleting it. Even if they don’t “like” your Facebook post, 
they saw it. Even if they didn’t donate after seeing your homepage 
banner, they saw it. Coupling digital with offline conversations and 
mailings is a strong way to get your organization’s stories out and 
leave impressions.
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Using digital assets at year-end will raise your giving numbers, not 

only in December but also into the next year. Building a strong digital 

communication stream is not easy and won’t happen overnight. But you 

must start now. Every year will be better than the year before as you 

grow and mature and collect your success stories. Good luck and get 

started by scheduling your Fall Year-End planning meeting today.

If you need help planning your campaign or 
strengthening your digital team, processes, or 
channel; we would be happy to work with you.
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